HOTEL FACT SHEET

About The Hotel
InterContinental Melbourne The Rialto is
perfectly located on the prestigious Collins
Street in Melbourne and offers 253 guest
rooms and suites.
The hotel’s architecture is a distinctive
blend of heritage and contemporary.
Be transported from the 1890s of
the neo-Gothic façade into the
dramatic lobby that overlooks the soaring glass
atrium. Built in 1891, the hotel began as two
separate buildings that housed the famous
Melbourne wool stores, commercial and
government offices and residences.
Step outside to experience Melbourne’s
best luxury shopping and renowned food
scene or follow the aroma for the perfect cup
of coffee. Wind your way through the hidden
laneways or hop on the free city tram and
explore Australia’s arts and sports capital.
Experience award-winning bars and
restaurants in a city famous for its food with
Alluvial, Bluestone Wine Lounge and Market
Lane Bar. Enjoy a drink in our bars or head
next door to the buzzing Rialto precinct and
experience the array of cafes, bars and
celebrity restaurants.

Club InterContinental
Club InterContinental is available exclusively
for guests staying in Club InterContinental
rooms and suites. A place of sanctuary after
a busy day exploring Melbourne, working, or
simply a quiet place to unwind.
With private access on level 4 overlooking
Collins Street, every detail of your Club
journey is enhanced through personalised
and thoughtful touches.
This exclusive experience features private
check in and check out, breakfast, all day
refreshments, afternoon tea and evening
canapes.
For exceptional experiences and details that
truly delight, there is only Club
InterContinental.
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Restaurant and Bars
Melbourne’s electric dining scene offers a startling array of the world’s greatest cuisines and
the hotel’s restaurants and bars take inspiration from the diverse cultures that make
Melbourne eating so unique.
Dine for breakfast, lunch or dinner and experience inspiring Melbourne cuisine. Enjoy an
international breakfast, tantalising lunch or elegant dinner in Alluvial. Meet over cocktails in
Market Lane Bar, voted “Best Luxury Hotel Bar 2017” by Tourism Accommodation Awards
Victoria, or relax with a glass of something special anytime of day from the extensive beverage
list available in Bluestone Wine Lounge.

Alluvial Restaurant
Situated under a soaring atrium, Alluvial is
perfect for a tantalising lunch, express
business meeting or a sophisticated evening
meal under the stars.
Enjoy electric Melbourne cuisines and
sample the best local produce Victoria has
to offer.

Bluestone Wine Lounge
Positioned along the middle of the hotel in
between the Winfield and Rialto buildings,
step into Bluestone Bar to relax over a
coffee, bar snack or choose from our
impressive wine list. Named after the
bluestone which still remains untouched
under the floor from when the building
was built in the 1890’s, Bluestone Bar is the
ideal meeting place, providing guests with
a casual location to meet for business or
leisure anytime of the day.

Market Lane Bar
Voted “Best Luxury Hotel Bar 2017” by
Tourism Accommodation Awards Victoria.
Hidden away in an alcove inside the
grand Winfield building, step into
Market Lane Bar and feel like you’re
being let in on one of Melbourne’s
best-kept secrets.
Market Lane Bar showcases understated
luxury and provides guests with an intimate
bar experience.
Featuring Worldly Classics cocktails
expertly mixed using only the finest
ingredients from around the globe and an
impressive Whisky menu, hosted by a team
of resident mixologists.
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Pool, Sauna and Spa
The hotel’s facilities are exclusively located
on level 10, offering natural light and views of
the Melbourne city skyline.
Start the day with a workout in our light-filled
gymnasium or enjoy an energising swim
in the indoor pool.
The gymnasium has been equipped with
cardio equipment and a variety of weights to
ensure ample choice to compliment any fitness
regime.
Facilities also extend to a sauna, Jacuzzi and
rooftop garden.

Concierge
The hotel’s In The Know Concierge team
are renowned for knowing Melbourne
inside and out. They stay in the know so
they can create bespoke and memorable
Melbourne experiences for every single
guest.

Botanica Day Spa
Relax, rebalance and restore at Botanica
Day Spa. Treatments include massages, body
therapy, facial therapy, manicures and more.
From tension relieving treatments, to complete
tranquil spa rituals, the internationally trained
spa therapists can customise treatments for
every guest. Arrive early to relax in the private
relaxation suite and experience a range of signature herbal teas.
Located on the ground level of the hotel,
Botanica Day Spa is ideal for private, couple or
group treatments.
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Meetings and Events
InterContinental Melbourne The Rialto is
ideal for your next meeting, event or
conference. Located on the prestigious
Collins Street, this central location ensures a stress
free arrival and departure experience for all guests.
With 11 private meeting rooms on a
dedicated conference floor, excellent
restaurants and guestrooms, everything you need
to run a successful event is right here.
Delegates will have access to convenient
undercover car parking, Melbourne’s free tram
zone and within walking distance to Southern
Cross Train Station.
For all event menus, the hotel sources
ingredients locally where possible to ensure fresh
and natural produce is served to all
delegates.
Running along the entire length of the
Rialto wing, The Laneway Rooms are
impressively appointed with exposed brick and
graffiti artwork. This ballroom provides seating up
to 370 guests theatre style or 300 in
banquet rounds. For smaller groups The
Laneway Rooms also have the ability to split into
three.
With period-style windows overlooking the
atrium and heritage ironwork, the Stock & Trade
and Wool & Wheat meeting rooms pay homage to
Melbourne’s past. Running along the length of the
opposite Winfield Wing, the rooms can be used as
either two rooms, or four.
Patrick McCaughan, Thomas Fallon,
William Pitt and Richard Speight are a series of
smaller boardrooms also located on the
dedicated conference floor.
The generous pre-function area, with its
impressive marble credenza, is designed to
accommodate catering, reception and
breakout needs, connecting The Laneway Rooms
to the Stock, Trade, Wool & Wheat rooms all on
the one dedicated floor.
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